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How can I make my Treatments more Affordable?
At the Skin Collective we recognise that whilst we prioritise looking and feeling
well.. it’s an expensive hobby and our bank balance doesn’t always agree.
That’s why we’ve put together this leaflet, explaining numerous ways you can
save money at any of our Clinics and can make your treatments more
affordable to you.
We will also help you budget and spread the cost, meaning you can probably
afford more than you sometimes think!

Join our Savings Plan
Using our simple Go Cardless facilities you can save directly with us. Save an
affordable amount of your choice, that credits your account every month - so
that when you come in your treatments, they are either partially or completely
paid for!
We don’t always notice small amounts going missing.. but often get a nice
surprise when they’ve been put to one side.. and we can suddenly afford more
than we thought!
You choose the amount, the date and the frequency! It couldn’t be more
flexible!

Join our Email Marketing List
One of the easiest ways to save money at any of our Clinics is to make sure we
hold your email address and consent to marketing details.
What many of our Clients do not realise is that most of our Special Offers and
Discounted Treatment Portfolio days only get advertised through our
marketing emails.
We do this as it’s the most efficient and cost effective way for our business..
but if we don’t hold the correct details for you, you could well be missing out!
The savings can sometimes be huge! - Give us a call and make sure we have
the right details for you.

Yearly Interest Free Payment Plans
These are brand new to the clinic and we are proud to say we are the only
Clinics currently offering this service in our local area.
Essentially, you choose the treatments you would like to receive over the next
12 months and it can include any treatment, or course of treatments, that we
provide in any of the clinics. Plus, they are customised just for you.
You pay a 30% deposit up front and the rest over the next 12 months - interest
free. You can then come back and fore to any of the clinics as suits you knowing that all of your treatments are paid for.
Interested? Then why not make an appointment for us to work out your plan
for you.

Refer your Friends and get Rewards
As a small business we fully recognise the importance of recommendation and
love to personally thank our Clients for new client referrals by popping a little
financial ‘Thank you’ credit on their account.
For every friend you recommend that either has an injectable treatment
(anti-wrinkle injections, dermal fillers, PRP or PDO threads) or spends over
£200 on any other treatment we offer, we credit you with £25.

Example - Standard Plan including Aesthetics and Skincare
-

3 x 3 Area Botox Treatment
2 x 1ml Dermal Filler
2 x Pro Facial Express ‘Hydradermabrasion’
4 x Dermaplaning

(*They must be a new client to us also)

Just £74 per month

What’s more, we credit them with £25 next time they are treated with us too!

(*over 12 months after 30% deposit paid)

Spend & Save with Reward Points
Every client that visits one of our 3 Clinical locations will be assigned a Points
Card to collect points every time they have a treatment with us.
Accumulating these points allows you to redeem them against heavily
discounted treatment prices on all sorts of skincare services.
Receive your monthly statement and offers by ensuring we have your email
address to send you our Rewards Points Newsletter.

Like us on Facebook, Follow us on Instagram
On top of keeping up with what we are up to daily, we often post ‘Like and
Share’ competitions and if you take part you may just win one of the
treatments you desire and get it completely free!

(Please note, Payment Plans are legally binding, contractual agreements that
cannot be cancelled when entered into, please ensure you can afford your plan
before you commit to it, as non-payments will be legally pursued)

Short Term Interest Free Payment Plans
Perfect for those clients who cannot plan long term but suddenly look in the
mirror and realise that they want quite a few treatments in a short space of
time!
In these cases, we can offer short term payment plans for completed
treatments.
Payments can be split up over 3, 6 and 9 months depending on the total cost
of treatments.
For example, a Client wanting 4ml of Dermal Filler and a full course of Lipofirm
on two body areas may not have £1750 to pay upfront but could well afford
just £204 a month for 6 months after paying a deposit.

What’s more, if you have a treatment with us and successfully mention and tag
us on both Facebook and Instagram, we return the thanks with a £5 credit on
your account. Every little helps.

For further information about any of the services mentioned,

(Please ensure you’ve let us know!)

please do not hesitate to get in touch.

